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Abstract. We present a numerical implementation for the Virtual Element Method that in-
corporates high order spaces. We include all the required computations in order to assemble the
stiffness and mass matrices, and right hand side. Convergence of method is verified for different
polygonal partitions. An specific mesh-free application that allows to approximate harmonic func-
tions is discussed, based on high-order projections. This approach significantly improves running
times compared to usual finite or virtual element methods, and can be modified for different virtual
spaces and elliptic partial differential equations.
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1. Introduction. In the past few years, there has been an increasing interest on
the novel Virtual Element Methods (VEM) introduced by Beirão da Veiga et al. in [5].
General element geometries can be considered and local spaces contain polynomials
and virtual functions. Even though in general it is not possible to construct local basis
functions, the stiffness matrix can be computed by knowing the degrees of freedom.
Higher-order continuity conditions can also be achieved by this method and it can be
established for different applications; see, e.g., [11, 6, 3, 2, 4, 9, 18, 23].

In this paper we extend the work presented in [21] where the lowest order VEM is
implemented in MATLAB. Other libraries as VEMLab [19] and iFEM [15] include VEM ex-
amples, but they are limited to particular elements and low order spaces. In our case,
we present an open code written in MATLAB for general meshes and high order spaces,
in the pursuit of an easy-to-follow didactic implementation. We confirm convergence
of the method for different type of meshes and a include experiments with two choices
for the monomial basis. We also include an application where the projectors defined
in VEM can be used as an alternative to construct accurate solutions to Laplace’s
equation. The library can be found in [12].

Besides solving elliptic partial differential equations via VEM, virtual spaces have
been used for the construction of coarse spaces for preconditioners based on Domain
Decomposition Methods in the presence of irregular subdomains; see for example [13].
There are also recent studies on iterative solvers for VEM; see, e.g., [13, 14, 16, 24]. We
remark that it is required to construct high-order virtual spaces in order to implement
the algorithm studied in [13].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the
notation that will be used throughout our manuscript. In Section 3, we present the
basic theory of VEM. A MATLAB implementation is presented in Section 4, where we
present with detail the computation of the stiffness and mass matrices, and the right
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(a) Triangular mesh (b) Hexagonal mesh (c) Voronoi mesh

Fig. 2.1: Examples of polygonal partitions Th for Ω = [0, 1]2 used in Section 5.

hand side. In Section 5, we present some numerical results that confirm convergence
estimates and an application that allows to approximate harmonic functions efficiently.
Finally, in Section 6 we include relevant conclusions and final remarks.

2. Notation. We follow the notation introduced in [7] for the description of the
method. Let {Th}h be a family of polygonal partitions of a given domain Ω ⊂ R2;
see [5, Section 3] for assumptions on these decompositions and Figure 2.1 for three
particular examples. Given an element E ⊂ R2, denote by bE , hE , |E| and SE the
barycenter, diameter, area and set of edges of E, respectively. Let Pk(E) be the space
of polynomials defined in E of degree at most k, and define

nk = dimPk(E) =
(k + 1)(k + 2)

2
.

For any point x = (x1, x2)T in R2, we use the standard multi-index notation

α = (α1, α2), xα = xα1
1 xα2

2 , |α| = α1 + α2.

Given a multi-index α, the scaled monomial mα : E → R is defined as

mα(x) =

(
x− bE
hE

)α

. (2.1)

These monomials are ordered via the natural correspondence

1↔ (0, 0), 2↔ (1, 0), 3↔ (0, 1), 4↔ (2, 0), 5↔ (1, 1) . . . ,

and we then consider the ordered set

Mk(E) = {m1, . . . ,mnk
} (2.2)

of scaled monomials of degree at most k. Finally, for a given vector x = [x1, x2]T we
denote by x⊥ = [x2,−x1] its clockwise 90◦ rotation.

3. Virtual Element Methods. We briefly describe the VEM for nodal elliptic
problems in two dimensions; we refer to [5, 7] and references therein for a more
detailed exposition. For simplicity, we consider Poisson’s equation in a given domain
Ω ⊂ R2 with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on ∂Ω. Different boundary
conditions can be incorporated straightforwardly.
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Given an integer k ≥ 1, the local virtual space of degree k is defined for every
element E ∈ Th as

Vk(E) := {v ∈ H1(E) : v|∂E ∈ C0(∂E), v|e ∈ Pk(e) ∀e ∈ SE , ∆v ∈ Pk−2(E)}, (3.1)

where P−1(E) = {0}. Given v ∈ Vk(E), its local degrees of freedom (dof) can be
chosen as:

1. The value of v at each vertex of E.
2. The value of v at the k−1 internal Gauss-Lobatto quadrature nodes of every

edge of E.
3. The moments of v up to order k − 2 given by

1

|E|

∫
E

v(x) mj(x) dx (j = 1, 2, . . . , nk−2);

see [5, Equation 2.4]. The total number of local dof is then

NE
dof = dimVk(E) = kNE

V + nk−2,

where NE
V is the number of vertices of E.

For each element E, its local dof are numbered as follows. First consider its NE
V

vertices x1, . . . ,xNE
V

(ordered counterclockwise). Second, consider the interior nodes

on each edge (starting from x1 in the counterclockwise direction) and denote them
by xNE

V +1, . . . ,xkNE
V

; see Figure 3.1a. Finally, consider the moments ordered as in

(2.2). We then define the functional

dofEi : Vk(E)→ R

where dofEi (v) is the i-th degree of freedom of v. Hence, for v ∈ Vk(E) it holds that

dofEi (v) =

 v(xi) (1 ≤ i ≤ kNE
V ),

1

|E|

∫
E

v(x)mi−kNE
V

(x) dx (kNE
V + 1 ≤ i ≤ kNE

V + nk−2).
(3.2)

The canonical local basis is then defined as the set {ϕEi }
NE

dof
i=1 such that dofEi (ϕEj ) = δij .

Define P0 : Vk(E)→ P0(E) by

P0v =
1

NE
V

NE
V∑

i=1

v(xi), for k = 1;

P0v =
1

|E|

∫
E

v(x) dx, for k ≥ 2.

A projection operator Π∇E,k : Vk(E)→ Pk(E) is defined as follows. Let w = Π∇E,kv
be the polynomial of degree at most k such that

aE(w, p) = aE(v, p) ∀ p ∈ Pk(E) and P0v = P0w,

where aE(u, v) =

∫
E

∇u(x) ·∇v(x) dx. The local bilinear form in the VEM is defined

as

aEh (u, v) =

∫
E

∇Π∇E,ku · ∇Π∇E,kv +

NE
dof∑
r=1

dofr((I −Π∇E,k)u)dofr((I −Π∇E,k)v);
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3.1: (a) An element with 5 vertices. The local order of dof on ∂E is shown for
k = 3. There are n1 = 3 additional internal dof related to the monomials m1,m2,m3.
(b) A mesh with N = 59 dof: NV = 12 vertices (Vi), N

e = 16 edges (ei), and NE = 5
elements (Ei). (c) Global order of dof, corresponding to vertices (red), edges (blue)
and moments (black).

see [7, Section 3.3] for further details. Therefore, the entries corresponding to the
local stiffness matrix are given by

(AEh )i,j = aEh (ϕj , ϕi). (3.3)

Globally, the virtual element space Vh ⊂ H1
0 (Ω) is defined as

Vh = {v ∈ H1
0 (Ω) : v|E ∈ Vk(E) for all E}.

The total number of global dof is given by

N = dim(Vh) = NV +Ne(k − 1) +NEnk−2,

where NV , Ne and NE represent the total number of vertices, edges and elements in
the triangulation, respectively. The global dof are ordered in a natural way. First,
the nodal values on the vertices; second, the nodal values on the internal points on
each edge (ordered from the node with smaller global index to the remaining node);
third, the internal moments for each element; see Figures 3.1b and 3.1c.

The global bilinear form is then obtained by assembling the local bilinear forms:

ah(u, v) =
∑
E

aEh (u, v).

For the local right hand side, different approaches have been proposed; see,
e.g., [7, Section 6] and references therein. In our implementation we consider the
L2(E)−projection operator Π0

k : Vk(E) → Pk(E). Then, the local contribution for
the load term is defined as

(bhE)i =

∫
E

f Π0
kϕi (i = 1, . . . , NE

dof). (3.4)

After assembling the local stiffness matrices and right hand sides, we solve the
global linear system of equations for which standard optimal estimates can be ob-
tained; see e.g., [1, 5, 8].
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Remark 3.1. We could replace Vk(E) by the space Wk(E), where the condition
∆v ∈ Pk−2(E) given in (3.1) is replaced by the conditions

∆v ∈ Pk(E) and

∫
E

vmα =

∫
E

Π∇E,kv mα for |α| ∈ {k − 1, k};

see [7, Section 5]. From a practical point of view, degrees of freedom are the same for
both spaces, but using the space Wk allows us to compute the L2−projector and the
mass matrix; see [7, Remarks 5.1, 5.2].

4. Implementation. In this section we describe a numerical implementation in
MATLAB [22] for the Virtual Element Method with local spaces of degree k ≥ 2. The
case k = 1 was implemented in [21] and we omit further details for such case.

4.1. Mesh. Consider a polygonal mesh stored as a MATLAB structure with the
following fields:

– mesh.verts: a NV × 2 matrix with the (x1, x2) coordinates of all the NV

vertices of the mesh. The point mesh.verts(j,:) corresponds to the j−th
global node of the mesh.

– mesh.elems: a NE × 1 cell with the connectivity of the elements. Each

vector mesh.elems{j} has N
Ej

V indices, corresponding to the N
Ej

V vertices of
the j-th polygon E ordered counterclockwise.

– mesh.bndry: a column vector with the indices of the vertices on ∂Ω.
The edge connectivity is stored in the Ne×2 matrix mesh.edges. The j-th global

edge connects the vertex mesh.edges(j,1) to the vertex mesh.edges(j,2). This
array is created by computing all the edges of the triangulation and then eliminating
repeated entries. For each element E, we create the field mesh.dof with the mapping
that assigns the global dof to each local dof. We store the global indices of all the dof
related to nodes on ∂Ω in the vector mesh.bdDOF; see Listing 1.

1 function mesh = meshSetup(mesh,k)
2 nNodes = size(mesh.verts,1); % global number of nodes
3 nVerts = cellfun(@numel,mesh.elems); % vertices per element
4 % create array with all edges [e1 e2] (smaller index first)
5 e1 = cell2mat(mesh.elems);
6 e2 = cell2mat(cellfun(@(y)y([2:end,1]),mesh.elems,'UniformOutput',0));
7 [edges,index] = sort([e1 e2],2);
8 signEdges = index(:,2)-index(:,1); % reversed edges
9 [mesh.edges, ¬, indexEdges] = unique(edges,'rows');

10 numEdges = size(mesh.edges,1); % global number of edges
11 % find edges on boundary
12 uniqueEdges = hist(indexEdges,1:size(mesh.edges,1))';
13 edgesBd = uniqueEdges==1;
14 edgesBd = nNodes+(find(edgesBd)-1)*(k-1)+repmat(1:k-1,sum(edgesBd),1);
15 mesh.bdDOF = sort([mesh.bndry; edgesBd(:)]);
16 % create array with global dof for each element
17 index = [0 cumsum(nVerts)'];
18 for j = 1:size(mesh.elems,1)
19 range = index(j)+1:index(j+1);
20 increment = repmat(1:k-1,nVerts(j),1);
21 % reverse order on edges that changed orientation
22 sign = signEdges(range);
23 increment(sign<0,:) = fliplr(increment(sign<0,:));
24 % find global dof for local vertices, edges and moments
25 dofVert=mesh.elems{j};
26 dofEdgs=(nNodes+(indexEdges(range)-1)*(k-1)+increment)';
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27 dofElem=nNodes+numEdges*(k-1)+(j-1)*k*(k-1)/2+(1:k*(k-1)/2)';
28 mesh.dof{j} = [dofVert; dofEdgs(:); dofElem];
29 end
30 end

Listing 1: Mesh setup: edge connectivity, boundary dof and local to global mapping

As an example, Figure 3.1b corresponds to the array

mesh.edges =

[
1 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 8 9 10
2 3 9 5 7 4 11 5 6 7 10 9 10 12 11 12

]T
.

The first element satisfies mesh.elems{1} = [2, 5, 4, 3, 1]. Thus,

mesh.dof{1} = [2, 5, 4, 3, 1, 19, 20, 28, 27, 24, 23, 16, 15, 13, 14, 45, 46, 47].

It also holds that mesh.bdDOF = [3:12,23:36,39:44]T ; see Figure 3.1c.

4.2. Preliminaries. In this section we describe five auxiliary routines. First, for
Gauss-Lobatto integration, the nodes and weights for the interval [0, 1] are obtained
as described in [17]; see Listing 2.

1 function quadrature = quadInfoGL(k)
2 % GL quadrature rule in [0,1]
3 j = 1:k-2;
4 v = sqrt(j.*(j+2)./((2*j+1).*(2*j+3)));
5 A = diag(v,-1)+diag(v,1);
6 [V,D] = eig(A);
7 x = diag(D); % quad nodes in [-1,1]
8 w = V(1,:).ˆ2*4/3; % quad weights
9 w1 = 1-sum(w./(1-x'))/2; % weight initial node

10 w2 = 1-sum(w./(1+x'))/2; % weight final node
11 quadrature.nodes = ([-1; x; 1]+1)/2; % translate to [0,1]
12 quadrature.weights = [w1, w./((1-x').*(1+x')), w2]'/2;
13 end

Listing 2: Nodes and weights for Gauss-Lobatto quadrature

We then create an array with the exponents of the scaled monomials up to degree
k ordered as in (2.2); see Listing 3.

1 function polys = createPolynomials(k)
2 polys = zeros((k+1)*(k+2)/2,2);
3 pointer = 0;
4 for j = 0:k
5 polys(pointer+1:pointer+j+1,:) = [j:-1:0; 0:j]';
6 pointer = pointer + j + 1;
7 end

Listing 3: List of exponents for the scaled monomials as given in (2.2)

We also need to compute the area AE and barycenter bE for each element E. If
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Fig. 4.1: (left) For a vertex xj of E, we compute (xj+1 − xj−1)⊥ (center) For the
interior nodes of an edge with endpoints xi,xi+1, we compute (xi+1 − xi)⊥ (right)
Required vectors for each nodal dof on ∂E; see Section 4.3.

E has vertices (xi, yi) (i = 1, . . . , NV
E ), it is well-known that

AE =
1

2

NV
E∑

i=1

(xiyi+1 − xi+1yi),

bE =
1

6A

NV
E∑

i=1

(xi + xi+1)(xiyi+1 − xi+1yi),

NV
E∑

i=1

(yi + yi+1)(xiyi+1 − xi+1yi)

 ,

see Listing 4.

1 function [diameter,area,centroid] = geomElement(verts)
2 % compute diameter (maximum distance between two vertices)
3 allPairs = combnk(1:size(verts,1),2);
4 diffVerts = verts(allPairs(:,1),:)-verts(allPairs(:,2),:);
5 diameter = sqrt(max(sum(diffVerts.*diffVerts,2)));
6 % formulas for area and centroid
7 x = verts(:,1); y = verts(:,2);
8 x1 = x([2:end,1]); y1 = y([2:end,1]); % cyclic ordering
9 area sum = x.*y1 - x1.*y;

10 area = sum(area sum)/2;
11 centroid = sum([(x+x1), (y+y1)].*area sum)/(6*area);
12 end

Listing 4: Diameter, area and centroid for a polygon with a given set of vertices

In order to evaluate efficiently the monomials on the boundary nodes of each
element, we create a matrix nodesBd with the coordinates of the GL nodes on ∂E as
in Figure 3.1a. We also require to compute normal vectors for each edge and their
averages (one per dof on ∂E); see Figure 4.1 and Section 4.3 for further details. The
code is shown in Listing 5.

1 function [nodesBd,vectorBd] = bndryNodesVectors(verts,quadNode)
2 k = numel(quadNode)-1; % degree
3 nVerts = size(verts,1); % number of vertices
4 % dof on boundary (vertices and GL nodes)
5 initPts = repelem(verts,k-1,1);
6 direc = repelem(diff([verts; verts(1,:)]),numel(quadNode)-2,1);
7 nodesBd = [verts; initPts+repmat(quadNode(2:end-1),nVerts,1).*direc];
8 % required vectors on boundary
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9 tangV = diff([verts; verts(1,:)]); % tangential vectors
10 normal = [tangV(:,2), -tangV(:,1)]; % normal vectors
11 avNorm = normal+normal([end,1:end-1],:);% average normal
12 % vectors: average on vertices, normal on edges
13 vectorBd = [avNorm;reshape(reshape(repmat(normal,1,k-1)',1,2*(k-1)*...

nVerts),2,[])'];
14 end

Listing 5: Coordinates of nodes related to dof on ∂E and vectors shown in Figure 4.1

We then precompute all the integrals of the form

I(α1, α2) =

∫
E

(
x1 − bE1
hE

)α1 (x2 − bE2
hE

)α2

dx2 dx1, (4.1)

that can be evaluated by using the divergence theorem:

I(α1, α2) =
hE

1 + α1

∫
E

div

[(
x1 − b1
hE

)1+α1
(
x2 − b2
hE

)α2

, 0

]T

=
hE

1 + α1

∑
e∈∂E

∫
e

(
x1 − b1
hE

)1+α1
(
x2 − b2
hE

)α2

n1,

where n = [n1, n2]T is the outward normal of the edge e ∈ ∂E. Each integral over
an edge e includes a polynomial that can be integrated exactly by using the Gauss-
Lobato quadrature if its degree is at most 2k − 1, as we require in the construction
of the matrix D. In Listing 6 we compute all the integrals of the form (4.1) with
0 ≤ α1 + α2 ≤ 2k because the case |α| = 2k is required to compute the right hand
side. The value I(α1, α2) is stored in the entry (α1 + 1, α2 + 1) of the matrix intMon.

1 function intMon = precomputeIntegrals(verts,centroid,h,area,k)
2 x = verts(:,1); x(end+1) = x(1);
3 y = verts(:,2); y(end+1) = y(1);
4 xb = centroid(1); yb = centroid(2);
5 quadrature = quadInfoGL(k+1); % GL for degree 2k
6 polys = createPolynomials(2*k); % monomials of deg 2k
7 intMon = nan(2*k+1,2*k+1); % preallocate matrix
8 intMon(1,1) = area;
9 for index monomial = 2:(2*k+1)*(k+1) % integral for monomials

10 int = 0;
11 poly = polys(index monomial,:);
12 for i = 1:length(x)-1
13 fun = @(t) (((x(i).*(1-t)+x(i+1).*t-xb)/h).ˆ(poly(1)+1))...
14 .*(((y(i).*(1-t)+y(i+1).*t-yb)/h).ˆ(poly(2))).*(y(i+1)-y(i));
15 int = int + sum(fun(quadrature.nodes).*quadrature.weights);
16 end
17 intMon(poly(1)+1,poly(2)+1) = h/(poly(1)+1)*int;
18 end
19 end

Listing 6: Computing integrals of the form (4.1) up to degree 2k

4.3. Local stiffness matrix. We then compute the local stiffness matrix (3.3)
by performing the following steps [5, Section 3.5]:
Step 1 Define constants and allocate structures for storage; see Listing 7. The

stiffness and mass matrices are built via A = sparse(ii,jj,aa) and M =

sparse(ii,jj,mm), respectively.
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1 % preliminaries
2 mesh = meshSetup(mesh,k);
3 quad = quadInfoGL(k);
4 polys = createPolynomials(k);
5 % constants and arrays for data
6 nk2 = (k-1)*k/2;
7 nPolys = (k+1)*(k+2)/2;
8 ndofEl = k*cellfun(@numel,mesh.elems)+nk2; % dof per element
9 sizeMat = sum(ndofEl.ˆ2); sizeRHS = sum(ndofEl);

10 aa = nan(sizeMat,1); ii = nan(sizeMat,1);
11 mm = nan(sizeMat,1); jj = nan(sizeMat,1);
12 rhs = nan(sizeRHS,1); irhs = nan(sizeRHS,1);

Listing 7: Preliminaries and arrays to store matrix entries

Step 2 For each element, we compute its vertices, diameter, area, centroid, coor-
dinates of dof on boundary, vectors shown in Figure 4.1, integrals given by
(4.1), (x− bE)/hE and NE

dof ; see Listing 8.

1 verts = mesh.verts(mesh.elems{E},:);
2 nVerts = size(verts,1);
3 [h,area,centroid] = geomElement(verts);
4 [nodesBd,vectorBd]= bndryNodesVectors(verts,quad.nodes);
5 intMon = precomputeIntegrals(verts,centroid,h,area,k);
6 base = (nodesBd-centroid)/h;
7 n dof = k*nVerts + nk2;

Listing 8: Initialize variables for each element

Step 3 Compute the matrix

D =


dof1(m1) dof1(m2) · · · dof1(mnk

)
dof2(m1) dof2(m2) · · · dof2(mnk

)
...

...
. . .

...
dofNdof (m1) dofNdof (m2) · · · dofNdof (mnk

)

 .
From (3.2) we can write explicitly

Dij =

 mj(xi), i ∈ {1, . . . , NV
E k},

1

|E|

∫
E

mi−NV
E k

(x) mj(x) dx, i ∈ {NV
E k + 1, . . . , NE

dof}.
(4.2)

The code for computing D is shown in Listing 9.

1 D = ones(n dof, nPolys); % first column is one
2 for poly id = 2:nPolys % nodal dof
3 D(1:k*nVerts,poly id) = prod(base.ˆpolys(poly id,:),2);
4 end
5 for dof id = k*nVerts+1:n dof % moments
6 poly = polys(dof id-k*nVerts,:)+polys;
7 D(dof id,:) = intMon(sub2ind(size(intMon), poly(:,1)+1, poly...

(:,2)+1))/area;
8 end

Listing 9: Computing D as given in (4.2)
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Step 4 Compute the matrix

B =


P0ϕ1 · · · P0ϕNdof

aE(m2, ϕ1) · · · aE(m2, ϕNdof )
...

. . .
...

aE(mnk
, ϕ1) · · · aE(mnk

, ϕNdof )

 .
Since P0ϕj gives the mean value of ϕj on E, all the entries in the first row are

zero except for the moment of ϕNV
E k+1; this is,

B1,j =

{
1, j = NV

E k + 1,
0, j 6= NV

E k + 1.

For i = 2, . . . , nk, we need to compute

Bij =

∫
E

∇mi ϕj = −
∫
E

∆mi ϕj +

∫
∂E

∂mi

∂n
ϕj . (4.3)

We then have two possibilities:
1. For j = 1, . . . , NV

E k, all the internal moments are zero and (4.3) simplifies to

Bij =

∫
∂E

∇mi · n ϕj (j = 1, . . . , NV
E k),

which can be evaluated exactly by the Gauss-Lobatto quadrature:
(a) If ϕj corresponds to a vertex xj of E, we then obtain that

Bij = ω∇mi(xj) · (xj+1 − xj−1)⊥.

(b) If ϕj corresponds to a vertex in the interior of an edge ek ∈ ∂E with
endpoints Vk, Vk+1, then

Bij = ω∇mi(xj) · (Vk+1 − Vk)⊥.

where ω is the Gauss-Lobatto weight associated to node xj .
2. For j = NV

E k + 1, . . . , Ndof , the integral on ∂B vanishes. Writing mi(x) =
((x− bE)/hE)α, we conclude that

Bij = −
∫
E

∆mi ϕj = −α1(α1 − 1)

h2
E

∫
E

(
x− bE
hE

)[α1−2,α2]

ϕj

− α2(α2 − 1)

h2
E

∫
E

(
x− bE
hE

)[α1,α2−2]

ϕj

Note that the first term is equal to zero, unless mj−NV
E k

has exponent [α1 −
2, α2]; similarly the second integral vanishes unless mj−NV

E k
has exponent

[α1, α2 − 2]. Therefore,

Bij =


−α1(α1 − 1)|E|

h2
E

, if mj−NV
E k

(x) =

(
x− bE
hE

)[α1−2,α2]

−α1(α1 − 1)|E|
h2
E

, if mj−NV
E k

(x) =

(
x− bE
hE

)[α1,α2−2]

0, otherwise.
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The code for computing B is shown in Listing 10.

1 B = zeros(nPolys, n dof); B(1,k*nVerts+1) = 1;
2 for poly id = 2:nPolys % non-constant polynomials
3 poly degree = polys(poly id,:);
4 g1 = prod(base.ˆ[max(poly degree(1)-1,0) poly degree(2)],2);
5 g2 = prod(base.ˆ[poly degree(1) max(poly degree(2)-1,0)],2);
6 gradM a = poly degree.*[g1 g2]/h;
7 B(poly id, 1:k*nVerts) = sum(gradM a.*vectorBd,2).*[repmat(...

quad.weights(1),nVerts,1); repmat(quad.weights(2:end-1),...
nVerts,1)];

8 end
9 for dof id = k*nVerts+1:n dof

10 varphi j = polys(dof id-k*nVerts,:);
11 poly degree = polys(2:end,:);
12 B(2:end,dof id) = - area/hˆ2 * ...
13 (poly degree(:,1).*(poly degree(:,1)-1).*prod(poly degree...

-[2,0] == varphi j,2)+poly degree(:,2).*(poly degree...
(:,2)-1).*prod(poly degree-[0,2] == varphi j,2));

14 end

Listing 10: Computing B

Step 5 Compute G = BD.
Step 6 Compute the matrices corresponding to the projection operators:

Π∇∗ = G−1B, Π∇ = DΠD
∗ .

Step 5 Compute the local stiffness matrix:

AhE = (Π∇∗ )T G̃(Π∇∗ ) + (I −Π∇)T (I −Π∇),

where G̃ is the matrix obtained from G by replacing the first row by zeros.
The last three steps are straightforward to compute; see Listing 11.

1 G = B*D;
2 PiStar = G\B;
3 G(1, :) = 0;
4 I = eye(n dof);
5 A = PiStar'*G*PiStar + sigma*(I-D*PiStar)'*(I-D*PiStar);

Listing 11: Computing AhE

4.4. Mass matrix and right hand side. For each basis function, we com-
pute its L2−projection onto the space of polynomials of degree at most k. First, we
compute the matrix H ∈ Rnk×nk with entries

Hα,β =

∫
E

mαmβ.

We remark that these entries were already computed in Listing 6. Second, we compute

the matrix C ∈ Rnk×NE
dof given by

Cα,i =

{ ∫
E
mαϕi if 1 ≤ α ≤ nk−2,∫

E
mαΠ∇ϕi if nk−2 + 1 ≤ α ≤ nk.

11



It holds that Cα,i = (HG−1B)α,i for nk−2 + 1 ≤ α ≤ nk; see [5, Remark 5.4]. The
L2−projector acting on the monomial basis and in the virtual element local basis are
given by Π0

∗,k = H−1C and Π0
k = DH−1C, respectively.

After straighforward computations, the local right hand side (3.4) is given by

bE = (Π0
∗,k)T

[∫
E

fm1,

∫
E

fm2, . . . ,

∫
E

fmnk

]T
.

For the sake of simplicity, each integral
∫
E
f(x)mi(x) dx is computed by triangulating

E and applying a change of basis to a reference triangle. We have tested different
approaches in order to improve accuracy with similar results. Finally, the local mass
matrix with entries

(Mh
E)ij =

∫
E

ϕiϕj

can be computed via the formula

Mh
E = CTH−1C + |E|(I −Π0

k)T (I −Π0
k);

see [7, Section 6.2] and Listing 12.

1 H = zeros(nPolys,nPolys); % matrix H
2 for i = 1:nPolys
3 poly = polys(i,:)+polys;
4 H(i,:)= intMon(sub2ind(size(intMon),poly(:,1)+1,poly(:,2)+1));
5 end
6 C = zeros(nPolys,n dof); % matrix C
7 C(1:nk2,k*nVerts+(1:nk2)) = area*eye(nk2);
8 Ctem = H*PiStar;
9 C(nk2+1:nPolys,:) = Ctem(nk2+1:nPolys,:);

10 PiStar0 = H\C; % L2 projections
11 Pi0 = D*PiStar0;
12 M = C'*(H\C)+area*(I-Pi0)'*(I-Pi0); % mass matrix
13 int fm = zeros(nPolys,1); % compute (f,Pi*m alpha)
14 tri = delaunay(verts(:,1),verts(:,2));
15 for j = 1:nPolys
16 fun = @(x,y) (((x-centroid(1))./h).ˆpolys(j,1)).*(((y-centroid...

(2))./h).ˆpolys(j,2)).*f(x,y);
17 int fm(j) = integrate(fun,tri,verts);
18 end
19 rhsLoc = PiStar0'*int fm;

Listing 12: Computing the local right hand side and mass matrix

4.5. Assembling the global stiffness matrix. For each element, the mass
matrix, stiffness matrix and right hand side are stored in the vectors mm, aa and rhs,
respectively, with the local to global dof mapping stored in the vectors ii, jj and
irhs; see Listing 13.

1 [dofi,dofj] = meshgrid(mesh.dof{E},mesh.dof{E});
2 mm(ptMat+1:ptMat+n dofˆ2) = M(:);
3 aa(ptMat+1:ptMat+n dofˆ2) = A(:);
4 rhs(ptRHS+1:ptRHS+n dof) = rhsLoc;
5 ii(ptMat+1:ptMat+n dofˆ2) = dofi(:);
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6 jj(ptMat+1:ptMat+n dofˆ2) = dofj(:);
7 irhs(ptRHS+1:ptRHS+n dof) = mesh.dof{E};
8 ptRHS = ptRHS + n dof;
9 ptMat = ptMat + n dofˆ2;

Listing 13: Storing local information for each element

Finally, the global assembly is performed by using the sparse and accumarray

functions. Dirichlet boundary conditions are explicitly imposed in the system.

5. Numerical results. In this section we present different numerical results in
order to validate the implementation when solving Poisson’s equation with homoge-
neous Dirichlet boundary conditions.

5.1. Convergence. We first confirm convergence rates as a function of h and k.
We consider triangular, hexagonal and Voronoi partitions for Ω = [0, 1]2; see Figures
2.1a, 2.1b and 2.1c for an example of each mesh, respectively. Voronoi elements
are obtained with the script voronoiLimit; see [20]. We report the diameter h, total
number of vertices NV , edges Ne and elements NE for hexagonal and Voronoi meshes
in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Diameter h, number of vertices Nv, edges Ne and elements NE for three
different hexagonal and Voronoi partitions considered in Section 5.

Hexagons Voronoi
i hi Nv Ne NE hi Nv Ne NE
1 3,85 · 10−1 38 55 18 3,44 · 10−1 138 205 68
2 1,92 · 10−1 106 157 52 1,77 · 10−1 522 781 260
3 9,62 · 10−2 378 565 188 8,94 · 10−2 2058 3085 1028

For simplicity we use direct solvers to obtain the numerical solution uh and we

estimate the error ‖u− uh‖2L2(Ω) by
∑
E

‖u−Π∇E,kuh‖2L2(E). We choose the load term

such that the exact solution is u(x, y) = sin(πx) sin(πy). We remark that in this case
it holds that

‖u− uh‖L2(Ω) ≤ C
hk+1

kr+1
‖u‖Hr+1(Ω);

see [8, Remark 4.4].
Convergence as a function of k is shown in Figures 5.1a, 5.1c, 5.1e for different

partitions and values of h (as given in Table 5.1). Following [8], we include a test
(dashed lines) where the exact solution is u(x, y) = (x− x2)(y− y2). In this case, the
numerical method should recover the exact solution for k ≥ 4. Therefore, the error is
only due to the algebraic solver since it should be zero in exact arithmetic.

5.2. Approximating harmonic functions. As an application, we approxi-
mate harmonic functions u with prescribed boundary data g on a given polygonal
domain Ω with a different approach as standard FEM or VEM. A similar idea was
considered in [13] when constructing a two-level overlapping Schwarz preconditioner;
it is shown that coarse spaces of degree k = 2 or k = 3 are enough to obtain scalable
preconditioners.
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Fig. 5.1: L2-error for Poisson problem with exact solution u(x, y) = sin(πx) sin(πy)
(left) as a function of k and (right) as a function of h (dashed lines correspond to a
slope of k + 1).

Given k ≥ 1, we want to approximate u by uh ∈ Vk(Ω). It is clear that the nodal
degrees of freedom are known from the boundary data and it is required to compute
the internal moments of uh; we denote the vectors with nodal dof and moments as
dnod and dmom, respectively. Since u minimizes

∫
Ω
|∇u|2, we seek dmom ∈ Rnk−2 such

that
∫

Ω
|∇Π∇Ω,kuh|2 attains its minimum. We remark that this minimum is found by

solving just a nk−2 = k(k − 1)/2 linear system.
Explicitly, consider the matrix Q with entries Qij =

∫
Ω
∇mi · ∇mj for i, j ∈

{1, 2, . . . , nk−2} that can be straightforwardly computed from Listing 6. Denote by

Q̂ the matrix obtained from Q by removing its first row and first column (that cor-

responds to the constant monomial). Let P̂ be the matrix obtained from Π∇∗ by

removing its first row and let M = P̂T Q̂P̂ . If we write

M =

[
M11 M12

M21 M22

]
where M22 ∈ Rnk−2×nk−2 , the minimum is then attained for

dmom = −M−1
22 M21dnod.
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Therefore, the coefficients of uh in the monomial basis are given by

Π∇∗ [dnod dmom]
T .

We consider four harmonic functions: u1(x) = sin(2x2)(e2x1 − e−2x1), u2(x) =
x6

1 − 15x4
1x

2
2 + 15x2

1x
4
2 − x6

2, u3(r, θ) = r2/3 sin(2θ/3) and u4(r, θ) = r5/2 sin(5θ/2).
For u1, u2 we take Ω = (0, 1)2 and for u3, u4 we take Ω = (−1, 1)2 \ ([0, 1]× [−1, 0]).
For simplicity, we compute the pointwise error at the point x = (1/5, 2/5). Numer-
ical results are shown in Figure 5.2, where we confirm convergence as k increases,
depending on the regularity of u. These figures were obtained in less than a tenth of
a second. For u1 we have exponential convergence and for u3, u4 convergence of order
1/k and 1/k2, respectively; see [8] for theoretical bounds. Since u2 ∈ V6(Ω), for k = 6
we obtain an accuracy close to machine precision. We then conclude that it is possi-
ble to obtain accurate approximations for the solution of Laplace equation. Similar
approaches can be defined for different partial differential equations by considering
appropriate virtual spaces and its variational form.
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Fig. 5.2: |u(x)− uh(x)| for a particular point x ∈ Ω for different harmonic functions.

5.3. Chebyshev basis. In this section, we show the effect of replacing the mono-
mial basis given in (2.1) by a basis of Chebyshev polynomials. Similar efforts have
been considered in [8, 10], where a scaled, Legendre-type and orthogonal basis are
considered. We present in Figure 5.3a the effect on the condition number of the linear
system. Even though there is a slightly improvement, error estimates are similar for
small values of k, which is the same effect observed in [8].
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Fig. 5.3: (left) Condition number for an hexagonal mesh with standard and Chebyshev
monomials. (right) A METIS mesh and the L2 error as a function of h for such
partitions.
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6. Final remarks. We have presented an implementation for higher order VEM
in the pursuit of a didactic implementation. An open code can be found in [12] with
the experiments shown in this paper. We remark that high-order virtual spaces have
been used as components for domain decomposition preconditioners [13] and as an
alternative to approximate numerical solutions for differential equations as shown
in Section 5.2. There is an increasing number of studies on preconditioning linear
systems that arise from VEM. Particularly, for METIS-type meshes such as the mesh
shown in Figure 5.3b we cannot confirm convergence of the method, since this family
of partitions has edges that are not comparable to the diameter of the elements.
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